
this paper presents various concepts of Central europe that demonstrate the impossibility 
of defining its geographical and cultural space. this is not a special problem limited to 
Central europe, but applies to europe as a whole.

From my early childhood on, i have been exposed to classifications of West and east 
that led me to conclude that these concepts are arbitrary and led me dream of a “between.” 
i clarify my thesis by choosing three geographical stations of my life that document my 
difficulty in analyzing the concepts of West and east. after a rather personal beginning, 
i summarize historical concepts of Central europe before highlighting some cultural 
concepts of eastern dissidents of the 1980s. Finally, i conclude with some thoughts on a 
symbiosis of the West and east.

some personal perCeptions oF east and West

my native city, berlin, was the symbol of the hermetical separation of West and east during 
the Cold War. politically, West berlin was counted among the Western states but geographi-
cally it was to the east of the east german cities of dresden and leipzig. i became aware 
of the fact that geography by itself is not an important determinant, but what matters is 
how space is socially and politically constructed. different interpretations of politics led 
to different concepts of the “right way,” which is only useful as long as the freedom of the 
other is respected. however, where families were divided against their will, one should 
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realize the contingency of the borderline and understand the political interests and reasons 
for the demarcation. nonetheless, the propaganda worked very well so that people believed 
blindly in these ideologies of West and east, which had great consequences for social life. 
the mental borders persist longer than the material ones. even today i am often asked if 
i was born in the west or east side of the city. this is not an innocent question because 
the West is often associated with the good and fortunate side, and the east with the bad 
or unlucky side. to avoid this schematization, i answer “in the south of berlin” – which 
is, in fact, true.

i left my native city to settle down in France at the same time when the last allies were 
leaving berlin. With the end of the Cold War, their presence was no longer justified by 
military logic. the departure of the soldiers was accompanied by many emotions. there 
are very few moments in history in which ancient enemies and occupying forces became 
friends, as happened in West germany.

“americans” in berlin (photo: k. denni)

i would not dare to compare the victorious powers of the second World War to the 
presence of the habsburg monarchy in Central europe, which met more enthusiasm in 
some parts than in others, but i understand the nostalgia of some people for the glorious 
days of the austro-hungarian empire. the coexistence described by Claude magris (magris 
1986; ara and magris 1991) testifies to the existence of beneficial cross-cultural relations, 
even if not all social groups were concerned in equal measure.
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my current domicile of strasbourg also exemplifies the relativeness of the cardinal 
points. From berlin, the city is situated to the West, and from paris to the east. indeed, i 
prefer the geographical references. in the past other connotations were employed for the 
contentious Franco-german border, such as the latin zone versus the germanic zone, 
or the civilized world versus the barbarian world, which suggested the superiority of one 
culture. although strasbourg experienced its heyday during rhenish humanism – long 
before the thirty Years’ War annihilated landscapes, humans, and spirits – nationalisms 
constructed an otherness.

perhaps i am focusing too much on my continent. in other areas of the world the same 
questions are raised. at the age of fourteen, i spent two months in hawaii, which for many 
people is an island paradise incarnate. surrounded by the ocean, i instead suffered from 
the fact that i felt enclosed, as though by the berlin Wall. berlin could be seen as a black 
island in the red ocean. in hawaii, despite geopolitical lacunae, the east-west paradigm 
continues to be employed in writing the cultural politics of the island. although pacific 
peoples were inserted into an “east” and “West” geopolitical framework that represented 
asia and the united states, respectively, and implicated “oriental” and “occidental” con-
structs, their subjectivity beyond these concepts was negated.

ambivalenCe oF the term

i have also given a brief summary of my life for methodological reasons. influenced by 
german, French, and english scholars, i cannot pretend to represent, for example, a balkan 
point of view. in any case, i am inclined to question why todorova declares the death of 
Central europe (2000: 219). as a bulgarian scholar, does she not insist on the negative 
facets of Central europe that tried to exclude the balkans? referring to milan kundera, i 
also have to question whether he reflects a particular Czech vision of Central europe that, 
thanks to the celebrity of this author, greatly influenced american research.

Central europe is marked by the openness of its borders (krasinski 1988: 38). although 
one can agree with the thesis that Central europe demonstrates the irrelevance of the 
east-West polarity because it is part of both (vidmar - horvat and delanty 2008: 207), it 
is necessary to analyze why and at what moment inclusive or exclusive interpretations are 
used. depending on the periods, ljubljana, for instance, has defined itself with an east 
West paradigm in equating the balkans with orientalism; it has also pointed out its cultural 
diversity of slavic, germanic, and latin influences. like europe as a whole, the “macrore-
gion” of Central europe (hroch 2000: 21) is not a homogenous entity. at a summit in 
brussels on 1 march 2009, hungary’s demand that 160 billion euros be given to eastern 
and Central european countries was even rejected by Central european countries such 
as poland and the Czech republic. the participants in the summit justified their refusal 
by the desire to distinguish the economic situation in each central and eastern european 
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country. to quote german Chancellor angela merkel, “You cannot compare slovenia and 
slovakia to hungary” (Die Welt, 1 march 2009).

Central europe’s history is characterized by two tendencies: the idea of unity, which 
implies a homogenous region, and resistance to these efforts and the struggle for the 
autonomy of the peoples living in Central europe. these antagonistic tensions led to the 
fragility of political consensus in this geographic area (stirk 1994: 1). the weakness of 
political stability is evident in the balkans, where the occupying powers were seen as an 
alien element because the multiethnic and cross-cultural landscape was not chosen vol-
untarily, but imposed by empires. nationalism was prevalent within these young nations 
with strong primordial roots whose desire for nation-building was hampered by foreign 
powers, but whose cultural identity was strong enough to by and large avoid assimilation 
and integration in a supranational system (ivanov 1996: 40).

as jacques le rider writes in his book La Mitteleuropa, the historical and geopoliti-
cal notion of Central europe does not correspond to a defined geographical reality. it has 
vague and varying outlines according to changing situations. depending on the era, the 
term had different significations. in the function of the political or economic interest of the 
author, the concept of Central europe included different political systems and collectives 
(le rider 1994: 3). For this reason the term “Central europe is an ambiguous notion. it 
evokes the memory of nationalism and imperialism as well as the peaceful cohabitation of 
nations and cultural transfers transcending national identities, but too often at the cost of 
small nations" (le rider 2008: 158).

despite many arguments by geographers since the Congress of vienna about what was 
part of Central europe and which territories were excluded, a geographical demarcation is 
not appropriate. “the location of Central europe in terms of the ill-defined divide between 
West and east, one that moreover tended to shift during the course of history, was by no 
means fully clear and has been, indeed, the subject of several debates” (lewis 1994: 7).

therefore it seems to be more convenient to opt for another criterion – like the subjec-
tive desire in renan’s sense – to determine what belongs to Central europe.

otherness even within Central europe was constructed by separate trajectories and 
incompatible developments, as jenő szűcs has convincingly described in the example of the 
evolution of medieval feudalism. other borders forming mental maps of Central europe 
were the borders of the empire of Charlemagne, which separated Christian europe from 
the slavs in the east, and the borders drawn by the reformation and counter-reformation of 
the sixteenth century. moreover, the borders between the latin West and orthodox east, 
or between Christendom and islam, have to be considered (geiss 1996: 8). the old borders 
influenced the social, cultural, and political life of the peoples living between them and 
were a marker of differences. the impact of these invisible borders can be seen even in our 
days, and provides arguments for excluding those from Central europe that are considered 
as others, such as the balkans.
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historiCal ConCepts oF Central europe

it is striking that the first ideas of Central europe were pronounced by austrians and 
germans, who seemed to have many interests in a construct of Central europe. “Central 
europe” as a geopolitical entity emerged at the time of the Congress of vienna in the con-
text of metternich’s vision of a political balance of powers between the Western powers, 
britain and France, and the eastern power, russia. Central europe, under the dominant 
habsburg empire, was viewed as the guarantor of the balance of powers both in terms of 
international politics as well as in a cultural sense (görtemaker 2002).

moreover, the concept of Mitteleuropa is closely connected to german nation-building 
and identity construction. in the debates about germany’s future borders, the notion of 
Mitteleuropa was proposed as one possible configuration to ease the tensions between 
prussia and austria and to provide an answer to the german question of grossdeutsch or 
kleindeutsch (strath 2008: 172). however, as long as the extent of the german reich was 
undecided, the form of Central europe could be imagined in different manners as well.

one of the proponents of the concept of Mitteleuropa in pre-revolutionary germany 
was the liberal economist Friedrich list, whose vision was the creation of a political economy 
favored by a strong nation-state. his concept included an area from the baltic and the north 
sea to the mediterranean and the black sea. he advocated the whole of Central europe 
as a free-trade zone for the fair and free exchange of agricultural products, raw materials, 
and manufactured goods among the region’s developing nation-states (list 1883). the 
claim was that germany was placed in the center of europe, and therefore should play a 
central role in its economic and thus also political affairs. list’s perception, however, was 
not built on race and ethnicity, but based on a national economy and political democracy 
rather than the Volk in an ethnic sense (strath 2008: 176). nevertheless, this was not an 
acceptable proposal for other Western states, namely France and great britain, which felt 
threatened by such a concentration of power. moreover, prussia was also not interested in 
a customs union with the empire (stirk 1994: 6).

at the same time, František palacký publicized the idea of a danube Federation, which 
in turn excluded german regions to limit the influence of germans in Central europe. 
because of the power structure of that time, this concept did not have any success until 
the defeat of germany in the First World War. the interwar ideas of Central europe, on 
the other hand, mainly emanated from eastern europeans such as tomáš masaryk, who 
integrated the ideas of palacký.

at the beginning of the First World War the liberal thinker Friedrich naumann 
published his book Mitteleuropa, in which he defined Central europe as a political and 
economic body from the north sea to the alps, and then down to the adriatic and the 
danube valley (naumann 1964). in the first version of his plan he excluded romania, 
bulgaria, serbia, and greece, but also switzerland and the netherlands. he advocated a 
customs union and confederate system in which all nationalities would be independent 
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and protected (brechtefeld 1996: 45). although naumann thought that germany would 
dominate the confederation culturally and economically, he wanted to visualize Mitteleuropa 
not only for the germans but for all the different nations in this area. he was of the opinion 
that Central europe was unimaginable without its diversity of nationalities and religions 
(strath 2008: 182), which provoked the bitter criticism by pan-german associations (stirk 
1994: 14).

the First World War changed the map of europe. hence naumann’s concept of a 
reconciliation of the national and the social, the state and the economy, and german and 
slavic populations failed. germany was not in a position to propose naumann’s concept 
of Central europe. the reconstitution of poland and the creation of Czechoslovakia and 
Yugoslavia on the one hand and, on the other hand, the large territorial losses of austria 
and hungary, which reduced their political weight to those of small states, reshuffled 
Central europe’s geopolitics. regarding postwar nationalism and territorial claims, Central 
europe became a utopia of a vanished era. “What was east, what West in a landmass whose 
political divisions had been utterly and unrecognizable remade within a single lifetime?” 
(judt 1991: 25).

it is a tragedy that in the 1930s Central europe became a central analytical tool in 
new imaginary representations of national unity. the one-sided concepts were now related 
to racial and ethnic discourses that did not accept any equality of the different states in 
Central europe. the second World War proved at the military and political level that 
Central europe could not be a buffer zone between the West and the east. nazi germany 
had discredited any idea of Mitteleuropa. With the eradication of the jews by the german 
occupants and the expulsion of the german residents of Central europe after the second 
World War, two large communities disappeared from this area. this is why it seemed to 
make no sense to revive the idea of Central europe (stirk 1994: 21). after the formation of 
the iron curtain, there was no place left for a transition zone like Central europe.

Central europe in the vieW oF dissidents

it was only in the 1980s that dissidents from hungary, poland, and the former Czechoslo-
vakia took up the term “Central europe,” but in new sense. timothy garton ash remarks 
that these concepts omitted divided germany. With nostalgia, the dissidents looked 
backward to the austro-hungarian monarchy and forward to revising the order imposed 
by Yalta (ash 1994: 2).

the following papers – jenő szűcs’s “the three historic regions of europe, an 
outline” (published in hungarian in 1983), Czesław miłosz’s “the Witness of poetry,” 
and milan kundera’s “the tragedy of Central europe” (first published in French under 
the title “un occident kidnappé ou la tragédie de l’europe centrale” [a kidnapped West 
or the tragedy of Central europe]) – had in common the constituting of the otherness of 
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russia. in the representation of these dissidents, Central europe was distinguished from 
what was often considered a homogeneous soviet bloc. russia was then marked as the 
one that was qualitatively different from Central europe. there were some nuances in the 
manner of otherness, but russia was blamed as the one that hampered the development of 
Central europe. nonetheless, in cultural terms east-Central europe belonged to the West, 
which in kundera’s bitter words was a “West that, kidnapped, displaced and brainwashed, 
nevertheless insists on defending its own identity” (kundera 1984: 134). although the soviet 
union had “kidnapped” east-Central europe through Yalta, the West had forgotten the 
tragic fate of the other half of europe. Central europe and eastern europe had vanished in 
the collective memory of those states that tackled the construction of the european union 
as if they represented all of europe. that this “collective cultural amnesia” (judt 1991: 27) 
had been observed in countries like France and italy with strong communist influences 
after the second World War might not amaze very many, but even West berliners forgot 
their fellow countrymen behind the iron Curtain as though the wall were not a reminder 
of a crime against humanity.

nevertheless, eastern dissidents did not meet much response when they argued that 
Central europe was part of europe itself, which is why europe could not be whole without 
this part (kundera 1984: 16). apart from the desire for liberation from the soviet union, 
there was not, however, any concrete political project. according to kundera, Central europe 
was “a culture or a destiny,” and according to györgy konrád it represented “nostalgia and 
utopia” (konrád 1986: 86).

the dissidents hoped to fight against “the spirit of Yalta,” standing for a military 
solution to social questions (konrád 1985: 65), in reviving the idea of Central europe as 
a zone of mediation and transition, the center in a metaphoric and symbolic sense. they 
considered Central europe to be a sort of bridge between the east and the West. the 
West-east antagonism of the Cold War was supposed to be replaced by a republic-based 
understanding of politics. the dissidents did not link the topic of Central europe to the 
stage of development in Western countries, but instead reverted to their own traditions 
and representations. they used the recourse of symbols that were rooted in the cultural 
memory of these countries. in these arguments, special national features were shared by 
an emphasis on the existence of common points among Central europeans. the intention 
was to underpin their values, basic beliefs, and claims to verity as well as central ideas of 
civil society, and define a cultural and normatively charged space by reference to a histori-
cal belonging (schmidt 2001: 17 ff.). the debate about Central europe was characterized 
by the interaction of political, cultural, and regional identity as well as the reassessment 
of space vis-à-vis time. ideologies are socially constructed interpretations of trueness. in 
the case discussed here, these interpretations of trueness describe the specificity of Central 
europe, a Central european collective idea in reverting to histories that renew collective 
memory, remind, and create symbols and mythic narratives (schmidt 2001: 22).

however, support for dissident groups was far lower than should have been shown by 
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governments claiming to advocate human rights. intellectual circles in the West considered 
gradual reforms of the communist countries to be a real alternative to the capitalist system 
of the Western world without questioning the official statements (mayhew 1998: 5). even 
when the peoples of Central europe caused the fall of the berlin Wall without any assistance 
from outside, the urge to “return” to europe did not meet reciprocity in the Western states. 
europe seemed to have gotten used to living without Central europe, which had become 
a periphery during the Cold War.

václav havel tried in vain to promote the idea of Central europe. in recognizing 
the efforts of Central european peoples in january 1990, he voiced the idea that Central 
europe was a cultural concept in search of realization when he told the polish sejm that:

There is before us the real historic chance to fill with something meanin-
gful the great political vacuum that appeared in Central Europe after the 
break-up of the Habsburg Empire. We have the chance to transfer Central 
Europe from a phenomenon that has so far been historical and spiritual into 
a political phenomenon. We have the chance to take a string of European 
countries that until recently were colonized by the Soviet Union which 
would be founded on equal rights, and transform them into a definite special 
body; which would approach Western Europe not as a poor dissident or a 
helpless, searching amnestied prisoner, but as someone who has something 
to offer. (havel 1990: 75)

havel’s idea did not find much support because Central europe’s states were eager to 
join the european union. as a result of the enlargement, the political projects of Central 
europe have been rendered obsolete.

dreaming and Writing oF a sYmbiosis

even if the political projects of Central europe are not viable, i would not agree with maria 
todorova that Central europe is dead. however, the idea of Central europe can only survive 
in the scope of the european union. reservations towards Central europe are not specific to 
this macroregion. jacques le rider framed skepticism towards Central europe in the context 
of a general euro-skepticism. the concept of Central europe still has relevance in serving as 
a transition from the Warsaw pact under the dominance of the soviet union to sovereign 
states within the european union (le rider 2008: 167). how current this question is and 
how widespread resentments against the bureaucracy of the european union remain was 
recently evidenced by the speech of Czech president václav klaus in the european parlia-
ment, in which he compared this institution to the former communist system.

in my view, Central europe can contribute cultural and social concepts to europe, 
which is in search of its identity and its cultural bases. in the past, Central europe has 
acted as a cultural crossroads for the continent as a whole. it still has the capacity to follow 
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these traditions. i am not thinking of the concepts presented earlier because these were 
very exclusive concepts. the discussion about Central europe should not be interpreted 
as an attempt to exclude somebody from europe. instead, it proves the existence of several 
historical belongings. even if it is impossible to define the limits of Central europe and 
other european regions, it is also evident that Central europe has multiple margins (rupnik 
1990: 40), which have been thresholds from east to West and vice versa.

however, given the democratic deficits and the unequal distribution of wealth in 
russia, this country seems to be more distant from europe than ever since kundera’s paper. 
Without any norms, no concept would prove its worth. tolerance, democracy, and liberty 
are constituent values of european heritage that the Central european countries recognized 
in joining the eu. nonetheless, Central europe also has something to offer, as václav 
havel stated. reinterpreting the mode of Central europe makes it possible, for example, 
to valorize the experiences of cross-cultural and inter-ethnic tolerance and coexistence in 
Central europe in the context of the migration of various ethnic groups in these countries 
(vidmar - horvat and delanty 2008: 214).

i am also thinking of Central europe’s evolution during the last twenty years. in 
my opinion, Western europe could benefit from the rich experiences central and eastern 
european countries made after the collapse of their communist systems. the transforma-
tion processes of that time probably represented even greater changes than the globalizing 
processes of recent years and may be similar to the restructuring processes expected in the 
coming years.

in spite of some difficulties and failures, these countries proved to have an amazing 
adaptability and learning aptitude, which were finally recompensed by entry into the eu 
only fifteen years after the fall of the berlin Wall. their efforts to reform their political, 
legal, and social institutions merit the compliments of the Western world, which demon-
strates less flexibility in facing necessary reforms. the problem is simply that Western people 
have not yet realized the useful contributions of Central europe. nadège ragaru (2001: 
146) complains about the absence of any curiosity in Western states about the other half 
of europe. only a few scholars think that the other part of europe could be conducive to 
the debate about the role of the state in the globalized world and about social redistribution 
in a new economic context.

in this period of financial and economic crisis, recent polls show that people’s morale 
has reached a low. it is true the unemployment rate, instable situations, and precarious-
ness do not contribute to optimism. our economic and social order will probably have 
completely changed after restructuring the system. however, in comparison to Central 
european states, the welfare system is still working well in Western europe, although one 
must anticipate cutbacks of social services. the notion of precariousness, however, means 
something different in bucharest than in paris. people behind the iron curtain lived in an 
economy of scarcity. it required great flexibility and ingenuity to manage everyday life. 
these are characteristics we need today, when we are exposed to the greatest financial 
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and economic crisis since 1929. it is also a question of the spirit to face changes. Central 
europeans have proved to have an extraordinary ability to reorganize their political, social, 
and economic life. i am therefore convinced that there are some lessons to learn from 
Central european countries.

after the failure of the communist and “socialist” experiments, i will not advocate an 
anti-capitalist system like Western intellectuals did it in the 1980s, which made them deaf 
to the voices of eastern dissidents. however, perhaps now is the moment when we will also 
realize the downsides of economic growth to the dream of a symbiosis of Western and eastern 
elements in a european society that pursues other goals besides increasing consumption. 
both sides must rethink the bases of social links such as the limits of egalitarianism, new 
definitions of liberty, the limits of economic growth, new solidarities, a re-examination of 
the paradigm of modernity, and new values in our societies.
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srednja evropa 
kot prehodno obmoČje med zahodom in vzhodom

V članku so predstavljeni različni koncepti srednje Evrope, ki potrjujejo nezmožnost, da bi 
definirali njen geografski in kulturni prostor. Najprej avtorica s tremi geografskimi lokacijami 
pokaže, kako poljubna sta zahod in vzhod. V nadaljevanju so poudarjeni zgodovinski koncepti 
srednje Evrope in nekaj kulturnih konceptov disidentov iz 80. let preteklega stoletja. Na koncu 
je razprava o predlogih, ki omogočajo sožitje zahoda in vzhoda kot prehodnega območja v 
srednji Evropi. 
Zgodovinski in geopolitični pomen srednje Evrope ne ustreza kaki opredeljeni geografski realnosti. 
Izraz ima različne pomene, odvisno od obdobja, političnih in ekonomskih interesov. Zaradi 
tega je izraz srednja Evropa nejasen, kar spodbuja spomin na nacionalizem in imperializem, 
a tudi na medkulturno in mirno sožitje.
»Srednja Evropa« je geopolitična celota, nastala v času Dunajskega kongresa v okviru Metter-
nichovega pogleda na politično ravnotežje moči med zahodnimi silami. Koncept mitteleuropa 
je prav tako tesno povezan z graditvijo nemške nacije in ustvarjanjem njene identitete. Dokler 
ni bila določena razsežnost nemškega rajha, si je bilo mogoče obliko srednje Evrope zamišljati 
na različne načine.
Zaradi odvisnosti od razmerij moči v posamičnih obdobjih so propadli različni koncepti srednje 
Evrope, ki so jih oblikovali Friedrich List, František Palacky in Friedrich Naumann. Po veliki 
vojni je srednja Evropa postala utopija zginule dobe. Na vojaški in politični ravni je druga 
svetovna vojna dokazala, da srednja Evropa ne more biti blažilno območje med zahodom in 
vzhodom. Nacistična Nemčija je razvrednotila vsakršno zamisel o mitteleuropi.
Šele v 80. letih preteklega stoletja so disidenti z Madžarske, Poljske in bivše Češkoslovaške začeli 
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znova uporabljati izraz srednja Evropa, vendar v novem pomenu. Spise Jenöa Szücsa, Czesłava 
Miłosza in Milana Kundere je povezovala konstitucija drugosti Rusije. Disidenti so se borili 
prosti »jaltskemu duhu«, ki je družbena vprašanja želel rešiti z vojaškimi odločitvami. Želeli so 
oživiti zamisel srednje Evrope kot posredniškega in prehodnega območja, središča v metaforičnem 
in simboličnem smislu kakor tudi v vlogi mostu med vzhodom in zahodom. Nasprotja med 
Zahodom in Vzhodom v času hladne vojne naj bi bilo nadomestilo državljansko razumevanje 
politike. Vendar je bila podpora disidentom precej nižja, kakor bi pričakovali od zahodnih 
vlad, ki zagovarjajo zaščito človeških pravic.
Zaradi širitve Evropske unije so postali politični projekti srednje Evrope zastareli. Kljub temu je 
avtorica članka naklonjena misli, da srednja Evropa lahko prispeva h kulturnim in socialnim 
konceptom Evrope, ki išče svojo identiteto in svoje kulturne temelje. Srednja Evropa bi lahko 
sledila tradiciji kulturnega križišča vse celine.
Zahodna Evropa bi se lahko oprla na bogate izkušnje srednje- in vzhodnoevropskih držav po 
padcu komunističnih sistemov. Kljub nekaj težavam in zablodam so te dežele pokazale osupljivo 
prilagodljivost in nadarjenost za učenje, ki sta bili naposled nagrajeni z vstopom v EU le 15 let 
po padcu berlinskega zidu. Danes potrebujemo lastnosti, ki jih je razkrila največja finančna in 
gospodarska kriza po letu 1929. Srednjeevropejci so pokazali izjemno zmožnost za reorganizacijo 
svojega političnega, družbenega in gospodarskega življenja.
Njihovi napori, da preoblikujejo politične, pravne in družbene ustanove si zaslužijo pohvalo 
zahodnega sveta, ki kaže manj gibkosti pri spoprijemanju z reformami. Morda je zdaj trenu-
tek, ko ob padcu gospodarske rasti sanjamo o sožitju zahodnih in vzhodnih elementov evropske 
družbe, ki sledijo tudi drugim ciljem in ne le naraščajočemu porabništvu. 
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